Using Word’s
W
readab
bility checkinng, here’s what
w I got (ussing Word 20007….you numbers
n
mayy
differ sligghtly). It’s written
w
at a 11.8 grade level.

Paragraph on gas-opeerated refriggerators (alsoo linked from
m the web paage)
Iff you own a cabin or a reecreational vehicle
v
you may
m already be familiar with the gassopperated refriigerator. Scieence has enaabled the pubblic to achieeve refrigerattion withoutt the
use of electriccity. This caan be invaluaable in more rustic situattions. Gas reefrigerators are
a
not feasibly repairable onn site, but aree usually buiilt for longevvity. Since one
o of the maain
reeactions in th
he cycle of cooling
c
involves ammonnia absorption, the refrigeerator is
soometimes referred to as an absorptioon refrigeratoor. The purppose of this piece
p
is to inform
thhe reader abo
out the moleecular reactioons that creaate cold in a gas refrigeraator, and the
parts creating
g these reactiions. Gas fueel is the sourrce of energyy used to triggger the proccess.
H initiates a chemical reaction thatt ultimately results in thee absorptionn of liquid
Heat
am
mmonia into
o a newly forrmed gas. Thhis refrigeraator discussedd here, unlikke an electricc
unnit, has no parts
p
that moove at all. Reefrigeration is
i achieved through
t
meanns of heatingg and
coondensing of ammonia with
w water annd ammoniaa with hydrogen. A gas flame
f
is usedd to
heat a mixture that createes a chemicall reaction resulting in liqquid ammonia’s evaporaation,
w
which
createss cold. The refrigerator
r
is built in a way
w that a coontinuous cyycle results. As
A
loong as gas fu
uel is presentt to fire the burner,
b
the process
p
is sellf-contained. This aspectt is
thhe reason theey are still used today inn situations where
w
electriicity is not reeadily availaable.
T following
The
g will explaiin in detail both
b
the moleecular and mechanical
m
p
processes
thaat
reesult in the cooling
c
of a gas
g refrigeraator.
Assignm
ment
1. Rewriite the gas-opperated refriigerator paraagraph twicee. Once so it has a 8th grrade
level and
a once so it has a 5th grade
g
level.
The overall contennt cannot chhange, althouugh

• You may have to replace some words with shorter/simpler ones
• Sentences will have to broken up so they are shorter.
2. Write a description for each new paragraph that explains the type of changes you
had to make to reduce the grade level. How did the change affect other readability
scores? Use both Word’s tools and a few online readability checkers. How to the
results vary between them? Do the results of different methods give consistent
results?
3. Report on a short readability test. Ask a 3-4 friends to read the three texts and
rank them in order of preference about the information clarity. In other words,
which ones they think read the best, which communicates the content the best,
and which they prefer. Don’t tell them the grade levels or other details about the
assignment; they should just be handed the three paragraphs and asked the
ranking questions.

